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Introduction
• Sleep Disorders are common
in children with Down
Syndrome (DS), with most
studies evaluating obstructive
sleep apnoea (OSA)1

• Prevalence estimates for OSA
in this group range from 24 to
59%1

• Current literature reports that
non-respiratory sleep disorders
also occur more frequently than
in typically developing (TD)
children2

• Existing studies of non-
respiratory sleep disorders in
children with DS have assessed
either community or referred
children, not both 3,4

• Many of these studies have
used the Children’s Sleep
Habits Questionnaire (CSHQ)
3,4

• No Australian studies have
been undertaken to date.

Aims
Using the CSHQ:

1) Assess the prevalence of
non-respiratory sleep disorders
in a community group of
Australian children with DS
(DScomm)

2) Compare Australian children
with DS from the community
with those referred to a sleep
physician (DSref)
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Results
• DScomm n=76 (57% male;
median age 9.7 yrs)
• Dsref n=42 (50% male;
median age 7.0 yrs)
Prevalence of sleep disorders
(p = 0.54):
• Dscomm90.9%
• DSref 85.7%
Mean total CSHQ score
(p = 0.023):
• DScomm (57.13 ± 9.54)
• DSref (52.76 ± 9.48)
Subscales:
• DScomm group scored higher
on the Night Wakings subscale
(p = 0.00021)
DScomm Group:
• 45.1% of children in had been
seen before in sleep clinic
• 73.7% parents had concerns
about a sleep disorder
DSref Group:
• 91.9% of children referred for
snoring or OSA

Discussion
•Prevalence of sleep disorders was
just as high in a community sample
of Australian children with DS as
those in clinic

• 92% of children in sleep clinic
were referred with a complaint of
snoring or symptoms of OSA

• Many parents in the community
thought their child had sleep
difficulties (73.7%), but less than
half of the children had ever
attended clinic (45.1%)

• Concerning due to links between
worsened cognitive outcomes in
children with DS who are impacted
by sleep disorders5

• Indicates children with DS in the
community with non-respiratory
sleep problems are not being seen
in the clinic, only those with OSA
are being referred.
• Greater awareness is required
amongst parents and primary care
physicians regarding these
problems to improve outcomes for
these children
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Methods
• CSHQ disseminated by Down
Syndrome Queensland and DS
Australia (DScomm) or completed
at first sleep clinic visit (DSref)

• Additional questions:
• DScomm: previous

attendance to a sleep
clinic and parental
concern regarding
sleep problems

• DSref: reason for
referral to sleep clinic
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